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We analyse the solution set of first-order initial value differential problems of the 
form 
d.vldx =f(x> Y)> y(O) = 0 
in the context of combinatorial species in the sense of A. Joyal (Adc. in Mafh. 42 
(1981), l-82). It turns out that the situation is much richer than in the case of for- 
mal power series: many non-isomorphic combinatorial solutions are possible for a 
given problem, although they all have the Same underlying generating series. We 
give many examples of this phenomenon and also elaborate a combinatorial New- 
ton-Raphson iterative scheme for the construction of the solutions. The multi- 
dimensional case is treated explicitly. ( 1986 Academic Prrsa. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Using suitable translations, a differential problem of the form 
ay,/ax, =.L,,(x, ,.‘., Xk> YI,..., y/J, 1 didp, 1 <j<k (1.1) 
y,(xY )...) x;, = yp, 1 <idjJ (l.la) 
can always be put in a “normalized” equivalent form in which the initial 
conditions ( 1. la) are reduced to 
Yi(O,..., 0) = 0, 1 <i<p. (1.2) 
In the case where theL.%, are formal power series 
.fiJ =f&, ,..., xk, yI,-., y,) E K[x,,-., xk, Ylr-, y,,] (1.3) 
(where 06 is a field of characteristic 0), then such a normalized problem has 
a solution 
a=(ai)l Cr<p, a;=a,(x I,..., Xk) E W[x I,...) Xk] (1.4) 
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if and only if the following compatibility conditions are satisfied: 
where 
The solution is then necessarily unique. In fact, the coefficients in the series 
(1.4) are completely determined recursively by simply taking the successive 
mixed formal partial derivatives of ( 1.1) and evaluating each of them at the 
origin. Conditions (1.5) are equivalent to 
(VPWV) 9p9v = 9vLi@p (1.7) 
and imply that these mixed derivatives can be taken in any order. One then 
has the following explicit formula 
which is at the basis of Grobner’s theory [ 11, 123 for differential equations 
(see also [ 18, 191). In the case of one independent variable (k = 1 ), the 
corresponding normalized problem ( l-l), ( 1.2) is automatically compatible 
and reduces to the form 
Y: =fitx2 Y IT...? Yp), 1 didp (1.9) 
Y,(O) = 0, l<idp (1.10) 
where f, E 06 [x, y , ,..., y,,j. Here we always have both existence and unicity 
of the solution 
Q=(al),.,.,? a,=a,(x)E K[x]. (1.11) 
Via the method of generating series, various differential systems have 
already appeared in combinatorics to enumerate or define certain families 
of structures. In this respect we have the following two main directions of 
research: 
l The first considers structures that are placed on arbitrary finite 
sets. For example, Goulden, Jackson, and Reilly [lo] show that, for fixed 
k < 4, the generating series 
X’l” . . . X”kk 
‘4(x, 1...2 Xk) = c an I,..., nk n, ! . . . n 
k’ 
(1.12) 
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where an,,...,nk is the number of simple graphs whose underlying set consists 
of ni vertices of degree i (for i= l,..., k), satisfies a certain partial differential 
system with initial conditions. Moreover, by making use of the symbolic 
algebra system VAXIMA (based on the system MACSYMA developed by 
MIT [28]), they have deduced, for example, that the series 
&(X) = c rJn) x”/n! (1.13) 
II 20 
where rk(n) denotes the number of k-regular simple graphs on n vertices, 
satisfies a linear homogeneous differential equation with polynomial coef- 
ficients (in x) for each k ~4. In other words, the sequence yk(n) is 
polynomially recursive in the terminology of [31]. They obtained an 
analogous result concerning the number q,(n) of k-regular graphs on n ver- 
tices. These results solved an open problem stated in Stanley [31]. 
l The second direction of research involves structures which are 
placed on sets which are, this time, previously equipped with a linear (i.e., 
total) order. For example, the theories of alternating, Jacobi’s or Andre’s 
permutations are making use, in an essential manner, of a linear order on 
the underlying sets. Viennot [33] has used differential equations to study 
these families of permutations. To give a simple example, let us mention 
that a combinatorial interpretation of the Euler’s numbers E,, m 2 0. can 
be based on alternating permutations and the differential system 
y; = 1 +y:, y; =y1 .v2, ,v,(O)=O, Y>(O) = 1 (1.14) 
which is satisfied by yr(x) = tg x and y*(x) = set x, where 
tgx+secx=x E,x”lm! (1.15) 
More generally, Collins, Goulden, Jackson, and Nierstrasz [7] have shown 
(among other things) that the enumeration of permutations of 
[n] = ( 1 < 2 < . < H} having a “periodic shape” of “ups” and “downs” is 
directly connected with certain differential systems of the Riccati type; see 
also Longtin [24]. Finally, let us mention that the differential equations 
satisfied by the classical elliptic functions of Jacobi, namely cn(u, CI), 
sn(u, ~1), and dn(u, c1), have given rise to new combinatorial structures on 
linearly ordered sets; see Dumont [9] and Viennot [32]. 
By making use of the theory of combinarial species, in the sense of Joyal 
[ 141, one can see that these two main directions of research are fundamen- 
tally distinct (see also Bergeron’s thesis [2]): 
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l In the first case, one works with multisorted ordinary species (we 
shall simply say species): these are, by definition, functors of the form 
G: B” + E, B”=Bx ... x B (m factors) (1.16) 
where B is the category of finite sets with bijections, IE is the category of 
finite sets with functions and m E N is the number of sorts of points on 
which the structures are built. 
l In the second case, one works, instead, with multisorted IL-species 
(we shall simply say L-species): These are, by definition, functors of the 
form 
l-: [i” + E, I” = [L x .. x iL (m factors) (1.17) 
where IL is the category of linearly finite sets with increasing bijections. 
It should be noted that if one wants to work with “weighted” structures, 
the category E in (1.16) and (1.17) must be replaced by the category IE, of 
K-weightedfinite sets, where K is a suitably chosen commutative ring (see 
~14,211). 
Two species G,, Gz given by (1.16) (resp. [I-species r,, Tz given by 
(1.17)) are said to be isomorphic if there exists a natural isomorphism 
between the functors 
G 1’ “G, (resp. Z-, 3 r,). (1.18) 
In both the cases of species and L-species, the structures are counted by 
using exponential (i.e., with factorials) generating series. However, the main 
distinctions between the two situations can be summarized as follows: For 
i=l,2, put 
and 
Yi=Yitxl 3...2 xk) = generating series of f i 
g, = g,(x, ,..., xk) = generating series of Gi 
then it can be easily shown that 
r,, r,isomorphicoy,(x ,,..., x,)=y,(x, ,..., xk). 
while 
(1.19) 
Gi, G, isomorphic F g,(x, ,..., xk) =g,(x, ,..., xk). (1.20) 
In other words, the simple knowledge of the generating series y of a given 
L-species r is sufficient to completely “encode” the isomorphism type of r. 
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In the case of (ordinary) species, the situation is considerably more com- 
plex: the generating series g of a given species G contains only very partial 
information about the isomorphism type of G. 
Moreover, the stabilizer of every r-structure is always a trivial group; 
this is not the case for the stabilizer of a G-structure: it can be isomorphic 
to any finite group. 
In the light of these preliminary remarks, it is natural to forget about the 
underlying generating series and, instead, lift the differential problems 
themselves to the level of species (and L-species). This is indeed possible 
because of the fact that combinatorial operations of derivation, substitution, 
multiplication, addition, etc., have been defined at this level [ 143. Accor- 
dingly, given a family 
(1.21) 
of species (or [I-species) on k + p sorts of points X, ,..., X,, Y, ,..., Y,, one 
may wish to study the families of species (or k-species) 
(A,=Ai(XI,..., xk))l <i$p (1.22) 
on k sorts, which satisfy the combinatorial system 
a r;/ax, r F;J(X, ,..., xk, y, ,..., y,) (1.23) 
Y,CdY, 41 = 4 (1.24) 
1 d i <p, 1 <j< k. The arrow in (1.23) denotes a natural isomorphism 
while the condition (1.24) means that there is no A ;-structure on the empty 
multiset, for i = l,..., p. 
In the case of L-species, the general study of such systems has recently 
been undertaken by Leroux in a joint work with Viennot [23], when k = 1. 
The solutions they found take the form of special kinds of rooted trees 
which they call enriched increasing rooted trees. They have moreover 
obtained a unicity theorem for these solutions (up to isomorphism). This 
result constitutes a kind of combinatorial counterpart for the existence and 
unicity of the solutions of (1.9 and 1.10) in the case of formal power series 
(see (1.19)). It is interesting to note that two combinatorial solutions of a 
given system, although isomorphic, may very well “look” quite different. 
For example, the [I-species A of “complete odd binary increasing trees” and 
the k-species B of “alternating odd permutations starting with a rise” are 
isomorphic because they both satisfy the combinatorial problem 
ar/axr 1 + Y2, YCdl = 4. (1.25) 
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Leroux and Viennot also show how to adapt the method of “combinatorial 
bloomings” (“Cclosions combinatoires”: see Labelle [18, 193) to the con- 
text of the theory of L-species. More precisely, they show how to use 
enriched, increasing, rooted trees to solve the problem of the combinatorial 
interpretation and proof of the Lie-Grobner formulas [ 11, 121 giving the 
explicit formal power series solution of differential systems such as (1.9) 
and (1.10). 
The goal of the present work is to undertake a combinatorial study of 
the differential system (1.23) and (1.24) in the setting, this time, of ordinary 
species. Since the generating series of a species encodes only a part of its 
isomorphsim type (1.20), we must expect a more complex classification of 
the solutions of (1.23) and (1.24), up to isomorphism, than in the case of the 
above h-species. The situation is very rich and we show, in Section 2, that 
the number of non-isomorphic solutions may vary greatly from problem to 
problem. 
More precisely, we describe (Theorem A) explicit differential problems 
having exactly m non-isomorphic solutions when m E N or m = 2’O (the 
cardinality of the continuum). We do that by using a notion of “molecular 
decomposition” of species and a faithful coding of their isomorphism type 
with the aid of special kinds of multigraphs in which the effect of the 
operators a/8X, can be easily read. Using these notions, Section 3 discusses 
the “combinatorial approximations” of the solutions of the system (1.23), 
(1.24). We show (Theorem B) that when two such approximations a and 
CX + have, respectively, a contact of order N and 2N + 2 with a given 
solution, then these two approximations are related to each other by a 
linear first-order combinatorial differential equation of a particular form. 
From that, we deduce efficient iterative schemes (of the NewtonRaphson 
type) permitting the generation of large families of species of structures (as 
well as their underlying generating series) starting from combinatorial dif- 
ferential equations, as initial “seeds.” Another consequence of these 
iterative schemes is the fact that they can be used to prove that the differen- 
tial system (with k = 1) 
r; = F,(X, Y, )...) Y,), Y;C#I = 4, 1 didp (1.26) 
always possesses a canonical combinatorial solution, among an infinity, in 
the more general setting of “virtual species.” This follows from remarkable 
recent substitution and integration formulas, due to Joyal [ 161, for virtual 
species. One of the main interests for this result about virtual species is the 
fact that the system (1.26) may very well have m = 0 combinatorial solution 
in the context of (ordinary non-virtual) species, because of Theorem A. We 
mention, at the end of the work, some directions for future exploration. 
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2. THE NUMBER OF COMBINATORIAL SOLUTIONS 
We shall make a constant use of the language, conventions, and basic 
results of the combinatorial theory of species in the sense of Joyal [ 141 (see 
also Labelle [21]). We shall assume, in particular, that the reader knows 
how to add, multiply, substitute, and derive (multisorted) species; that is, 
functors of the form (1.16). 
Consider a matrix F = (F,,) I G i g p,, <, G k, of species 
Fq = F,j( Xi )...y Xk 2 Y, )...> Yp) (2.1) 
on k +p sorts of points X, ,..., X,, Y, ,..., Y,, The normalized differential 
problem under consideration can be written in the form 
aY,/aX, = Fij(X, ,..., X,, Y, ,..., Y,,), l<i<p, 1 q’dk (2.2) 
Y,CqL., dl = $4 16idp (2.3) 
where 4 denotes the empty set. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A combinatorial solution of the differential problem 
(2.2) and (2.3) is a family of species 
A=(A,),.,.,=(Ai(X1,...,Xk))l~r~p (2.4) 
on the k sorts of points X, ,..., X, for which there exists a family of natural 
isomorphisms 8= (Oij),SiGp,lGiGk of the form 
QiJ: dAi/aX, 5 F;,j(X, ,..., X,, A , ,..., Ap). (2.5) 
Moreover, the family A must satisfy 
AilId,..., 41 = 9, 1 <i<p. (2.6) 
That is, there is no Al-structure on the empty multiset, for i = l,..., p. 
Remark 2.2. A natural isomorphism between two species is often also 
called a “combinatorial equality.” Thus, by abuse of notation, we shall even 
write (2.5) in the form 
dAJc?X, = Fiti(XI ,..., X,, A 1 ,..., A,,) (2.7) 
in cases where the explicit mention of the tIiJ is not pertinent. The com- 
patibility conditions (1.5) can be lifted to the combinatorial level by using 
appropriate isomorphisms. 
The concept of a combinatorial solution is illustrated by the following 
examples: 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Unisorted case k =p = 1. Consider a single sort X of 
points and define a species A = A(X) by the combinatorial formula 
A(X) = XW,(X)) (2.8) 
where L and E, denote the species of linear orders and 2-points sets, respec- 
tively. An A-structure thus consists in a singleton followed by a (possibly 
empty) sequence of disjoint (unordered) pairs of points. It is easy to verify 
that A is a solution of the differential combinatorial problem 
Y’ = L( E,(X)) + Y2, Y[dl = 4. (2.9) 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Multisorted case k=pa 1. For i = l,..., k let 
Ai = ‘4,(X, )...) X,) be the species of rooted trees whose roots are points of 
the sort Xi but whose other vertices are of an arbitrary sort (among 
X , ,..., X,). It is well known that the family A is recursively characterized by 
the following system of combinatorial equations 
A,=X,E(A1 + ... +A,), 1 <i<k (2.10) 
where E= E(X)=exp(X) denotes the species of all (finite) sets. A few 
calculations show that A is a solution of the differential problem (2.2) and 
(2.3) where the species Fij are given by 
F,,,=oiJE(Y,+ . ..Y.)+ Y,L(Y,+ ... + Y,)E(Y,+ ... + Y,)(2.11) 
where dij denotes the usual Kronecker symbol, 1 6 i, j d k. It is interesting 
to note that the F,,, given by (2.11) do not depend on X, ,..., X,. 
Contrarily to the case of formal power series and of [I-species, the num- 
ber of combinatorial solutions of (2.2) and (2.3) may vary greatly from 
problem to problem as shown by the following result obtained with the 
collaboration of J. Labelle and H. Decoste. 
THEOREM A. If m is a finite (possibly null) cardinal number or m = 2’O 
(the power of the continuum) then there exists a normalized compatible dif- 
ferential problem having exactly m non-isomorphic combinatorial solutions. 
Moreover, no differential problem can have exactly m = NO or m > 2’O non- 
isomorphic combinatorial solutions. This non-unicity phenomenon is already 
present in the case of simple quadratures (with k =p = 1) of the form 
y’ = F(X), yc41= 4 (2.12) 
where F = F(X) is a unisorted species. More explicitly, we have the ,following 
examples: 
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l Case m = 0. If F = E’ = the species of pointed sets then (2.12) bus 
no combinatorial solution. 
l Case 1 6 m E N. rf F= 3(m - 1) Lz where L2 is the species of’ linear 
orders on 2-points sets then (2.12) has exactly m non-isomorphic com- 
binatorial solutions. 
l Case m = 2’O. Zf F = L = the species of linear orders then (2.12) has 
exactly 2’O non-isomorphic combinatorial solutions. 
Of course, the underlying generating series of the solutions are, in each 
case, uniquely determined. 
We postpone the complete proof of Theorem A to the end of the present 
section. It requires a preliminary analysis of the decomposition of species 
into simpler components (cf. Lemma 2.6) as well as a faithful encoding of 
their isomorphism types in which the combinatorial effect of the operators 
a/ax, can be easily read. The encoding we have chosen consists in a special 
kind of multigraph having certain symmetry properties (cf. Delinition2.8) 
in which the operator a/ax, is interpreted by erasing certain edges (cf. 
Lemma 2.10). 
The multicardinaltiy 1 UI and the total cardinality // Ull of a multiset 
U = (U, ,..., U,) are respectively defined by 
IUI = (I~,/,...,I~kO~ Nk, //Iill = (U,I + ... + lU,I EN (2.13) 
where lUil denotes the cardinality of the set U, of points of U of sort Xi. 
Let n=(n,,...,n,)ENk be a multicardinality and let 
H= H(X)= H(X,,..., X,) be a species on k sorts. By convention, the 
restriction of H to multisets U such that I U/ = n, is the species H,, = H,,,,.. ,,li 
defined by 
H,,CUl = HCUI if I Ul =n, 
= d otherwise. 
(2.14) 
The transportation morphisms [ 141 of H,, are deduced from those of H by 
restriction. One has the following canonical decomposition 
(2.15) 
n n 
where the summation index n varies in the set Nk of all possible multicar- 
dinalities. In ambiguous situations, we shall write H, in the form H In or 
H;,. For example, in the case of a solution A = (Ai)iGrGp of (2.2) and (2.3), 
we write, for each i, 
Ai=C Ai In, ,..., nk=C Ai:~,, .,q' (2.16) 
n n 
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We shall now see that each of the species H, entering in the decomposition 
(2.15) can itself be further decomposed into a finite sum of simpler species: 
the “molecular” species. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let X=(X, ,..., X,) and write 0 = O(X) for the empty 
species. A species M = M(X) is called molecular (or connected) if and only if 
A4 # 0 and for every species P = P(X) and Q = Q(X), 
kf=P+Q+P=O or Q =O. (2.17) 
Because of (2.15) a molecular species must be supported by multisets 
having a single multicardinality, n say. 
LEMMA 2.6. (Molecular decomposition). For each multicardinality 
n = (n 1 ,..., n,), there exists only a finite number 
P”=P n,,. .“k > 0 (2.18) 
of non-isomorphic molecular species 
M$) = M;)(X) = Mf,‘. ,_,, &r, ),.., Jr,), i = l)...) p,, (2.19) 
supported by multisets having multicardinality n. Every species 
H = H(X) = H(X,,..., X,) has a unique molecular decomposition of the 
form 
H = c Ct’( H) My’ (2.20) 
l2.l 
in which the coefficients 
C”‘(H) = C:/,...,,,(H), n neNk, 1 didp(,, (2.21) 
are integers 20. Moreover, for any pair H, K of species we have 
(H, K isomorphic)o (Vn)(Vi)[ Ct)( H) = Cy’( K)]. (2.22) 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Since 
HzKo(VnEN”)[H,$K,] (2.23) 
we see that it is suffkient to restrict our attention to the category cF~ of the 
species of the form H = H, for fixed n. Write 
s, = s,, x . . . x s,, (2.24) 
for the group of multipermutations 
o= (oi: n,%n,), <r<k (2.25) 
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of n considered as a multiset under the usual convention 
n,= (0, l)..., n;- 1} (2.26) 
for i=l ,..., k. Because of the transportation morphisms, each HE &n 
induces an action of S, 
a/,: S,, x H[n] + H[n] 
(a, S)H H[a](s) = CJ~.S 
(2.27) 
on the finite set H[n] of H-structures built on the muftiset n. We have, in 
fact, an equivalence of categories (in the sense of [26], p. 91 I), 
2: c!F,, + A II 9 HHCL, (2.28) 
where A, denotes the category of actions of S,, on finite sets. In particular, 
the molecular species, in E,, correspond (via 2) to connected (or transitive) 
actions of S,. Moreover, since two equivalent categories have isomorphic 
skeletons ([26, p. 931) we can identify canonically the isomorphism classes 
of species in &R with the isomorphism classes of actions of S,,. The lemma 
then easily follows from the following two well-known general properties 
concerning the actions of an arbitrary group G on sets (i.e., G-sets): 
(i) Every G-set can be uniquely decomposed as a disjoint union of 
connected (i.e., transitive) G-sets. 
(ii) There is a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of 
connected G-sets and the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. More 
specifically, since here G = S,, is a finite group, we deduce that the number 
of isomorphism classes of molecular species, supported by the multisets U 
such that 1 UI = n is finite and is given by 
Pn=P n,....,ni = number of conjugacy classes of subgroups of S,. (2.29) 
Hence, we can choose a finite system of representatives 
be,!. ..,lA 11 s 1 s Iln (2.30) 
for the set of these ,LL~ classes. Moreover, each coefficient Cy)( H) in (2.20) is 
finite because each of the actions (2.27) is itself finite. Note that bijection 
(ii) takes the following explicit form: to the isomorphism class of M!,‘) it 
associates the conjugacy class of the stabilizer of one (any one!) of the AI!‘- 
structures on the multiset n. 1 
Remark 2.7. If we allow negative integral coefficients in (2.20) we 
obtain the isomorphism classes of the so-called virtual species: these are the 
“formal differences” of ordinary species (where the equality 
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H-K=H’-K’ means H+K 5 H’ + K). The usual product of species 
induces a commutative ring structure B on the additive group of the vir- 
tual species [15]. It is easy to see that the product of molecular species is 
always molecular: 
(Vm)(Vn)(Vi)(Vj)(3!r) M(‘)M(j) = MC’) m n 1)2+?l (2.3 1) 
where m +n = (m, +n ,,..., mk +a,). Yeh [29,34] has shown that every 
molecular species M can be factorized in a unique way (up to the order of 
the factors)as a finite product 
M = f’;‘p”2 * ‘..., a;>o, pY,< Go (2.32) 
of simpler molecular species Pi, i= 1, 2,..., called atomic species. Hence, the 
ring W is in fact isomorphic to the factorial ring ZIP,, P2,...4 involving an 
infinity of “variables” Pi. 
Now let us pursue our analysis by considering the combinatorial effect of 
the operators Z/ax,, j= 1, 2,..., k. The partial derivative iYM/aX, of a 
molecular species M is not necessarily molecular. To see this, simply take 
two non-trivial molecular species N, Q, put M= N. Q and use the follow- 
ing well-known combinatorial identity [ 14, p. 493 
(2.33) 
This phenomenon subsists even in the case when M = P is atomic (i.e., 
without a non-trivial factorization). In the unisorted case (k = 1 ), the sim- 
plest example of this is given by the species 
P=E,oL, (atomic) (2.34) 
for which one has 
aqax= 2~, = L, + L, (non-molecular) (2.35) 
which is obviously non-molecular (the calculation will be checked using 
Fig. 3 below). Thus, in the general situation, all that we can assert a priori 
is that (a/ax,) Mr) is isomorphic to either 
l the null species 0 (if ni = 0) or 
. a linear combination (with coefficients 30) of the species 
M;’ ,,, Mi2! I ,,..., M$Y:$‘, (ifn,>O) 
where n - 1, = (n, ,..., nj - l,..., nk). This immediately follows from 
Lemma 2.6 and the general definition of the partial derivative of a species 
as given by Joyal [14]. 
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In view of the specific applications we have in mind, the detailed analysis 
of an arbitrary species H will be greatly simplified by the introduction of a 
special diagram IHI, called the type of H, which faithfully and concisely 
encodes the isomorphism type (or class) of H (or, which means the same, 
of the family of actions (2.27) associated with H). In order to facilitate the 
description of IHI, we shall use the following conventions. For every 
n = (n, )...) rzk) E Nk, considered as a multiset, write 
T,j: n7n (O<i<n,- 1) (2.36) 
for the transposition that interchanges 0 and i within the jth component 
nj= (0, l,..., ni- 1 } of n. In particular, zoj is interpreted, of course, as the 
identity transformation on the component ni. In the unisorted case (k = l), 
we shall simply write zi to denote the transposition z,,i. 
DEFINITION 2.8 (The type of a species). Let H = C H, be an arbitrary 
species on k sorts of points X, ,..., X,. The type of H is a multigraph 1 HI 
defined by 
IHI = 1 IH,I (disjoint sum of multigraphs) (2.37) 
where, for each n = (n, ,..., n,), / H,( is constructed as follows: 
I. Generate the finite set H[n] of all the H-structures supported by 
the multiset n. 
II. For each s, s’ E H[n] and each i, je N such that 1 d i < nl - 1, 
1 <j< k, join s and s’ by an (unoriented) edge (or loop) 
s-s’ I,, (indexed by i, j) (2.38) 
if and only if s and s’ are interchanged (under transportation) by the action 
of the transposition ziJ. 
III. For each j such that n, = 1 and 1 <j d k, and each s E H[n], put 
a loop, 
o,i C S (indexed by 0,~). (2.39) 
IV. Replace each SE H[n] by a dot “0” while keeping intact the 
whole network of edges and loops constructed in steps II and III. 
In the unisorted case (k= l), replace (2.38) and (2.39) by 
s -+ s’ and 0 C s (2.39’) 
respectively and TV,, by T,,, = ri. 
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Remarks 2.9. 1. It is easy to define, in a similar way, the type ]cll of 
an arbitrary action a of S,. In view of (2.27) we have the equality 
IHnI = bff”l. 
2. For each n E Nk, the set 
f={ri,,I 1~j6k,1~i~nj_,}u(r,jI l<j<k,n,=l} (2.40) 
generates the group S,. Hence, the steps I, II, and III of the construction of 
IH,], constitute an encoding of the actions (2.27). In particular, step III 
makes a distinction between the cases n, = 0 and nj = 1. Step IV retains only 
the isomorphism type of each of these actions. Consequently we have for 
any species H and K 
HrKolHl= IKI (2.41) 
and 
H is molecular-= IHJ is a connected multigraph. (2.42) 
It is worth noting that if H = H, (in particular, if H is molecular) then to 
recover n from IHI, it suffices to take 
nj = 0 if Z,=O 
= 1 + max li if I,#0 
where for j = l,..., k the set I, is defined by 
lj={i]*Lor i,j appears in I HI }. 
(2.43) 
3. In our definition of IHI we could have chosen other sets of 
generators of S, instead of I- given by (2.40); for example: those given in 
Carmichael [6, p. 1751. We have chosen (2.40) because of its symmetry 
properties and because the resulting multigraphs IHI are easy to 
manipulate (see below, for example, the proofs of Lemma 2.11 and 
Theorem A). 
4. Table I contains, for the unisorted case (k = l), the complete Zist of 
all types of the molecular species M,(j) supported by sets U of cardinality 
n < 4. We can see from it that the species 1 (of the empty set), the species X 
(of all singletons), the species E, (of all r-sets), and the species C, (of all 
circular permutations of length r) are sufficient to generate, via products 
and substitutions, every M,(i) (n < 4) except two of them: 
l the species Mdc2) = E,’ of all oriented sets of 4 elements (2.44) 
l the species M4 (6) = Pqbic of all hicoloured squares. (2.45) 
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n=o l E,=l n = { o,I, . . ..n-Ii 
n=l 00, E,=X 
: ACTiON OF 
TRANSPOSiTiON ( 0, i 1 
n=2 101 E, 
1 q E;= L,=X’ 
By definition, orienting an r-set U, amounts to putting the elements of U 
at the r vertices of an oriented (r - 1)-dimensional simplex given in advance 
(one element of U for each vertex of the simplex). By definition, a 
bicoloured square is an unoriented cycle of length 4 in which two opposite 
edges have been chosen (i.e., a linear factor in the sense of graph theory 
[13, 201 has been specified in the cycle). Figure 1 shows, for example, how 
to trace the type IMqC6)1 according to the directives contained in 
Definition 2.8. 
Table I has been obtained in the obvious manner. That is, we listed the 
whole set of all conjugacy classes of subgroups of every symmetric group 
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S, (for n < 4), for each such class we constructed the type of its associated 
connected action of S, and, finally, we choose for each such type, a “con- 
crete” representative M,(i) at the combinatorial level of (unisorted) species. 
Table I also shows that the sequence p,, (of Lemma 2.6 with k = 1) starts 
with the values pO= 1, pi = 1, pL2 = 2, p3 = 4, p4 = ll,.... It is in fact 
sequence #477 of the book of Sloane [30]. This is a classical sequence in 
the theory of permutation groups and has been used, for example, in 
chemistry by Lunn and Senior [25] in a study entitled “Isomerism and 
Configurations.” For n = 0 to 11, the sequence is as follows 
p,, = 1, 1, 2, 4, 11, 19, 56, 96, 296, 554, 1593, 3093 ,.... (2.46) 
In the same general direction, Butler and McKay [3] have used the 
symbolic algebra system CAYLEY [4, 51 to determine all the transitive 
permutation groups on k objects, for k < 11. Using Yeh’s result mentioned 
above and the values of pH given by (2.46) it is not difficult to deduce the 
values of the numbers 71, defined by 
X, = the number of types of atomic species supported by n points. (2.47) 
For n = 0 to 11, the sequence runs as follows: 
71, = 0, 1, 1, 2, 6, 6, 27, 20, 130, 124, 598, 640 ,... (2.48) 
and is not included in Sloane’s book mentioned above. It is interesting to 
note its non-monotonicity. A careful examination of Table I shows that, for 
n d 4, the only atomic species are 
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in accordance with the first few terms of sequence (2.47). In the multisorted 
case, it can be shown (see Labelle [22]) that the corresponding families 
Pn=P ,1 I,..., IIf. and 71, = =,, 1 ,,A (2.50) 
where n E fV k, are related to each other by the remarkable identity 
(2.51) 
Other results concerning extensions of Table I can be found in [22]. 
Formula (2.51) can be viewed as a kind of multidimensional extension (to 
Nk) of a general decomposition of certain N-graduated objects into 
“prime” N-graduated objects described in Nijenhuis and Wilf [27] under 
the title “Deus ex Machina.” 
We shall now describe the relation between the types 1 HI and I8H/dX,l. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let H=H(X, ,..., X,) he u species on k sorts of points and 
let j he a fixed integer, 1 <j< k. The type IaH/aX,I can be obtainedfrom the 
type I HI by applying the following algorithm to each of the connected (i.e., 
molecular) components jMI of ) HI : 
I. If there is no edge (or loop) l - lJ in IMI then replace IA4 by the 
empty multigraph 0; 
II. otherwise 
IIa. Put p=max{i I l - ‘1’ appears in I MI ) ; 
IIb. Erase in /MI each edge (or loop) of the form 
.L?!L (2.52) 
while keeping intact the set of other vertices and edges of lMI; 
11~. If p = 1 then put a loop 0, j 
0 
at each vertex of IA4. 
In the unisorted case (k = 1 ), the last conventions of Definition 2.8 are used. 
For example, (2.52) is written in the form l -U. 
Proof of Lemma 2.10. By the linearity of 8/8X,, we need only to con- 
sider each individual connected component [MI of IHl. Recall that a 
aA4/aXj-structure on a multiset V= (V, ,..., Vk) is, by definition, an M- 
structure on 
U=(U ,,..., U,)= v+ {*,}=(V, )...) v,+ {*,} )...) V,) (2.53) 
where *, denotes a supplementary point of sort j. Moreover, the transpor- 
tation of iXkf/aX@ructures coincides with the transportation of M-struc- 
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tures along bijections leaving invariant the point *j. Write M= M, where 
the n = (n, ,..., nk) is given by (2.43). We have two cases to consider: 
l Case 1. There is no edge (or loop) l - i~’ in 1 MI. In this case we 
have nj = 0 and we conclude that no aM/aMj-structure can exist since we 
must always have, because of (2.53), n,> 0. In other terms we have 
laM/aX,l = 0 (the empty multigraph). 
l Case 2. There is at least one edge (or loop) •2’~ in IMI. In this 
case we have 
p = max {i 1 l iJ appears in [MI } = n, - 1 3 0. (2.54) 
Since we are working up to isomorphism, we can always take the sets V 
and U in the form 
V= n - 1, = (n, ,..., n, - l,..., nk) and U= n = (n, ,..., nk) (2.55) 
and choose { *.i> = {nj - 1 } (this will make U, = nj = (nj - 1) u { nj - 1 } = 
(n,- 1)u {*j> = Vj+ {*j} for th e given value of j). By definition, the 
&M/&Y,-structures on the multiset n - lj are identifiable with the M-struc- 
tures on the multiset n. Hence the vertices of IBM/aX,I can be identified 
with those of IMI. Every transposition of the form 
t;,“:n- ljTn- li, 1 <v<k, Odidn,,-1-6,i (2.56) 
when extended to the whole multiset n, leaves invariant the point *i. Hence 
jaM/aX,( must contain every edge (or loop) l -‘,” of IMI except those of 
the form 
.A (i.e., i=p=nj- 1, v=j). (2.57) 
Note that in the case when p = nj - 1 = 1, we must add a loop 0, j in accor- 
dance with case III of Definition 2.8. 
Let us illustrate the derivation algorithm just described with two con- 
crete examples. As a first example, consider the bisorted species 
H= &(&U-, +X2)) (2.58) 
of all partitions in two pairs of points (the sort of each point being taken 
arbitrarily between X, and X,). Figure 2 shows how to pass from IH( to 
swam 
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FIGURE 2 
The reader can check that the resulting multigraph is the “expected one,” 
that is, it correspond to the species given by the following calculations: 
&32(E,(X, +Xd)=E;(E,(X, +X,)).E;(X, +x,1 
2 
= (E,(X, + X*)1 (XI + X2), 
which can be identified (up to isomorphism) with the species of all bisorted 
pointed sets of total cardinality 3. 
Another example is given by the unisorted species P= E,(L,(X)) = 
Mq(“) mentioned in (2.54). In view of Table I, the passage from IPI to 
IdP/dXI = IP’I is described by Fig. 3. This shows, with no calculations, that 
P’= 2L, is not molecular. To see that this is the simplest atomic species 
having this property, one has only to check that for each of the nine other 
atomic species Q of Table I (also given by (2.49)), the multigraph IQ’1 is 
always connected. 
The inverse process of combinatorial derivation of species is combinatorial 
integration of species. It is much more difficult and is not always possible to 
carry out. We have, in this direction, the following important lemma. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let j be a fixed integer, 1 <j< k and n = (n, ,..., nk) be a 
given multicardinality. Let H = H, = H,(X, ,..., X,) be any species supported 
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by multisets U such that 117 = n. Then there exists only a finite number of 
non-isomorphic species G = G( X, ,..., X,) satisfying the conditions 
G=G,+,, 
ac 
and -=H 
ax, 
(2.59) 
where n + 1 j = (n, ,..., ni + l,..., nk). 
Proof of Lemma 2.11. We shall give two proofs of this result. The first 
proof is based on the fact that to build [Cl from IHI we must “reverse” the 
algorithm contained in Lemma 2.10. More precisely, since n, + 1 > 0 and G 
must be of the form G = G, + ,,, the multigraph IGI must necessarily be 
obtained from IHI by adding new edges (or loops) of the form 
. “/.I 
Moreover, the following conditions must be satisfied: 
(2.60) 
(i) the vertices must not be modified, 
(ii) the new edges (or loops) (2.60) must describe an involution on 
the totality of the vertices of IHI, 
(iii) the resulting multigraph must be the type of a species. 
Since the number of vertices of I HI = I H,I is finite, there is clearly only a 
finite number of ways to simultaneously satisfy these conditions. In fact, 
conditions (i) and (ii) are already sufficient to draw this conclusion. The 
supplementary condition (iii) is more restrictive and shows that it is (at 
least, a priori) possible that no solutions exist at all. 
The second proof is based on the molecular decomposition of species. 
Let 
H = 2 c,M/) and G= 1 z,M,+,,(‘) (2.61) 
l<V<P, l<!GP”+l, 
be the molecular decompositions of the given species H and the sought 
species G. Applying a/8X, to each of the molecular species M,+,,(i) for 
i= L.., h+ +, we obtain the decompositions 
gdK+,,i’l= c a,(i)M,(t,) 
I I < Y c jl’n 
(2.62) 
where the coefficients a,(‘) = avjCi) are well determined non-negative 
integers. We must find integral values for the coefficients zi> 0 in (2.61) 
from the equation aM/aX, = H. Taking into account (2.62), this differential 
equation amounts to the linear system 
c a,(‘)z, = c,, l<v<p, (2.63) 
ICiGh+t, 
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of ,u, equations in p,,+ ,, unknowns. Since aVti’ and c,, are non-negative 
integers and (cf. (2.62)) 
(Vi)(3v)(a,“’ > 0), (2.64) 
we conclude that the system (2.63) has, at most, a finite number of 
solutions z = (z,) such that Z~E N for i = l,..., p,,+ ,,. 1 
Remark 2.12. By further analysis one can show that the general 
solution of 
a r/ax, = H,(x, ,..., x,) 
is (up to isomorphism) of the form 
(2.65) 
G(X, ,..., X,) + K(X, ,..., ij ,..., X,) (2.66) 
where G goes through the finite set of non-isomorphic species satisfying 
(2.59) and K goes through (up to isomorphism) the infinite set of arbitrary 
species that are independent of the sort X,. In particular, in the unisorted 
case (k = 1 ), the species K are necessarily “constant” species (that is, the K- 
structures live only on the empty set); moreover, if we add the initial con- 
dition Y[d] = C$ then K= 0 (the empty species). 
We now have in hand all the tools needed for the complete proof of 
Theorem A stated above. 
Proof of Theorem A. We split it into various cases: 
l Case m = 0. To show that the unisorted quadrature, problem (2.12) 
does not possess a combinatorial solution when F= E’ it suffices to check 
that even the simpler problem 
y’ = E4’( X), Yldl = 43 (2.67) 
restricted to cardinality 4, has no solution A = A(X). Since E,’ = My’ is a 
molecular species (see Table I), any eventual solution A must necessarily be 
isomorphic to one of the 19 above-mentioned molecular species M,“’ 
(1 < i < 19). To show that it is impossible, it would suffice, in principle, to 
make a list of these 19 species and to check, one. by one that 
(Vi)(l did 19)a IdM 5 “‘/dX( # IE ‘1 4 . (2.68) 
Happily enough, it is not necessary to make such a list since the following 
simple symmetry argument already suffices to draw the conclusion: The 
type IAl of a solution A must necessarily be obtained from the type IE4’I by 
adding to it new edges (or loops) indexed by the number 4, in such a way 
that conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Lemma 2.11 are satisfied. In particular, there 
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must be exactly one new edge (or loop), indexed by the number 4, attached 
to each of the four vertices of the multigraph IAl. Moreover, there must be 
a total symmetry in the labeling of the edges (and loops) of IAl by the 
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 (this is due to the general fact that the transpositions t,, 
interchanging 0 and i, always play a symmetric role relative to each other, 
when i>, 1). Let us show that it is impossible to satisfy the required con- 
ditions by looking at the central vertex of IEq’I. Two eventualities are, a 
priori, possible (see Fig. 4): 
1. A new loop, labeled 4, is added to the central vertex, or 
2. a new edge, labeled 4, joins the central vertex to a peripheral 
one. 
In the first eventuality, each vertex of IAl must have a simple loop, by sym- 
metry. This is impossible since there is already a double loop at each other 
vertex. In the second eventuality, symmetry would imply the existence, in 
IA 1, of double edges of the form 
(2.69) 
2 3 1 
This is again impossible since there are no such double edges in [&‘I at the 
beginning. This shows that (2.12) has no solution when F= E’. 
l Case 0 <m E N. Since the species 3(m - 1) L, is supported by 2- 
sets, Table I shows that every solution A of the differential problem 
Y’ = 3(m - 1) L,, Cdl = 4 (2.70) 
must necessarily have (up to isomorphism) a molecular decomposition of 
the form 
A=z,E,+z,C,+z,E,‘+z,L, (2.71) 
where the coefficients z, are non-negative integers to be determined. 
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Differentiating (2.7 1) gives 
A’=z,E;+z,C;+z,E,“+z,L; 
= z1 E2 + zZ L2 + z3(EZ + L2) + 3zqL2 
=(z,+z,)E,+(z,+z,+3z,)L,. (2.72) 
Hence, the following system must be solved in integers zi > 0: 
z, +z3=0, z2 + z3 + 32, = 3(m - 1). (2.73) 
The only possible solutions are given by the parametrization 
z1 =o, z2 = 3r, z3=o, z,=m-l-r (2.74) 
where r runs through the values 0, l,..., m - 1. Hence, problem (2.70) 
possesses exactly the following m non-isomorphic solutions 
A=3rC,+(m-l-r)L,, Odrdm-1. (2.75) 
l Case m = 2”‘. We have to show that the differential problem 
y’= L(X), YC41= d (2.76) 
possesses exactly 2’O non-isomorphic solutions (where L denotes the 
species of linear orders). First note that the number of non-isomorphic 
solutions is necessarily bounded above by 2”O, independently of the 
equation we are dealing with. To see this, one has simply to note that the 
total number of possible molecular decompositions of the form (2.20) is 
equal to 2’O. Hence the result will follow if we can build an explicit set of 
2’O of non-isomorphic solutions of (2.76). To achieve this goal, let us 
generalize the concept of bicoloured squares (see (2.45) above) by the 
introduction of the species Pbic of hicoloured polygons defined as follows. A 
Pbic-structure on a finite set U (where 1 UI > 3) is a cyclic non-oriented 
graph having U as vertex-set, together with a linear factor (i.e., a regular 
subgraph of degree 1). Obviously, there is no Pbic-structure on U when 1 UJ 
is odd and there are exactly (n - 1 )! such structures when 1 UI = n > 4 is 
even. Accordingly, we have 
pbic 
2r- I = 0, P;; # 0, r32 (2.77) 
and, in particular, P, “c is the species of bicoloured squares. Now let us 
denote by C, the species of circular permutations of length n. It is easy to 
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see that, for r 2 2, the species P;F and CZr are molecular and non- 
isomorphic. Nevertheless, these species have isomorphic derivatives, since we 
have 
dP;:“/dX z L,, ~ L ‘v dC,,/dX (2.78) 
as can be seen by examining Fig. 5 (in which r = 3, 1 UI = {a, 6, c, d, e}, 
IUI =2r- 1=5). 
In the left cycle of this figure, the bold edge (belonging to the linear fac- 
tor) that is attached to the supplementary point *, indicate, in a canonical 
way, the orientation to be given in the induced chain on U (given by the 
middle figure). Now, for each 
Ss {4, 6, 8, 10, 12 ,... }, (2.79) 
let us define a species W, by the formula 
w,= c P,b’c+ 1 c,. (2.80) 
ncs l<n(S 
This family ( W,) of species constitutes the 2’O non-isomorphic solutions of 
(2.76) that we are looking for. To check this, note first that (because of 
(2.78) and (2.80)) 
(2.81) 
and W,[d] = q5. Second, 
S, TG (4, 6, 8 ,... }, S#T=+W,& W, (2.82) 
since (2.80) constitutes a molecular decomposition and PnbiC and C, are 
non-isomorphic species, for n 3 4. 
l Case m = N,. It remains to be shown that the general differential 
problem (2.2), (2.3) cannot have exactly N, non-isomorphic solutions. We 
FIGURE 5 
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shall achieve this by trying to build, in a systematic manner, all the 
solutions A = (Ai), < j<p using combinatorial successive approximations. Let 
N> 0 be a given integer and suppose that we already have built the 
canonical components (in the sense of (2.15)) 
A r;n = Ai;nl,...,q, where /Inll =n,+ ... +n,<N, 1 didp (2.83) 
of an “eventual” solution up to total cardinality N. Of course, due to the 
initial conditions (2.3), we are forced to take, at the beginning 
A co,....o = 0 (the empty species), 1 < i<p. (2.84) 
We must now only show that there is (at most) a finite number of possible 
extensions of (2.83) up to multicardinalities v satisfying 
1~~1~ =v, + ... +v,= N+ 1. (2.85) 
(Indeed, taking, in succession, N = 0, 1, 2,... we could then deduce that the 
total number of solutions is either finite (if there exists a value of N ,fiom 
which all the subsequent extensions are unique or inexistent) or is equal to 
2’O (otherwise)). Define the approximation a = (6I? i)l S ,Cpr associated to 
the family (2.83), by 
Every v such that /Iv/I = N + 1 can always be written in the form 
v = n + 1, = (n, ,..., nj + l,..., nk) where Ilnll = N (2.87) 
for (at least) onej, 1 <j< k, and (at least) one n. Each possible choice for 
A,;,, = Ail,+ ,, must be such that dA,,,,/aX, is supported by the multisets U 
such that I UI = n, where llnll = N. Hence we must necessarily also have an 
isomorphism 
aA;;,,/LY,z [FJX, ,..., x,3 a,>-., a,)1 In,....nk. (2.88) 
This last combinatorial equation is of the general form mentioned in 
Lemma 2.11, namely: 
aG/dXjr H, where H = H,(X, ,..., X,) and G = G,, ,,(X, ,..., X,). 
(2.89) 
We conclude, using Lemma 2.11, that there is only a finite number of (non- 
isomorphic) choices for Ai;” (these choices are, a priori, more restricted 
when j and n in (2.87) are not unique). This concludes the proof of 
Theorem A. 1 
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Remark 2.13. In many instances, a symmetry argument, similar to the 
one used above, can still be used to show that certain differential problems 
do not possess a solution (among ordinary species). For example, the 
reader may use such an argument to show that the problem 
Y’ = E, 0 E,(X), YC41= d (2.90) 
has no solution by trying to add, in a symmetrical manner, an edge, num- 
bered 4, to the type lA4,‘3’/ = 1 E2 0 & contained in Table I. More generally 
the following criterion may be useful, in the unisorted case (k = l), to 
determine or to study the solutions of differential problems. It can be used 
to decide, for n > 1, whether a given non-oriented multigraph /i, whose 
edges are labeled by the numbers 1 to n - 1, is or is not the type of a com- 
binatorial species. 
CRITERION 2.14. There is a species H = H,(X) such that A = I HI if, and 
only if, the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(1) For each i, 1 6 i 6 n - 1: the set of edges and loops labeled i 
describes an involution of the vertices of A. 
(2) For each i, 1 <<idn- 1: each path of the form 
i(i+ 1) i(i+ 1) i(i+ 1) (2.91) 
is closed (here we use the convention i + 1 E 1 when i = n - 1.). 
(3) For each i,j, 1 <i,jbn- l,j#i,j#i+ 1: each path of the form 
i(i+ 1) iji(i+ 1) ij (2.92) 
is closed (here again, we use the convention i + 1 = 1 when i = n - 1). 
The criterion follows directly from the well-known presentation [6] of 
the symmetric group S, in terms of “abstract generators” ti: for 1 < i, 
j<n-1, 
Tf = 1, (T;T;+ I)’ = 1, (Ti5;+ 1 TiT,)2 = 1 (z, ZF zl). (2.93) 
Of course, it is not difficult to formulate similar criterions in the multisor- 
ted case (k > 1). 
Remark 2.15. It is interesting to note that the classical “integration by 
parts” method can be used to solve, in the ring 9% of virtual species, dif- 
ferential equations that had no solutions in terms of ordinary species. For 
example, problem (2.12) with F= E’= XE (the species of pointed sets), 
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namely Y’ = XE, Y[#] = 4, is unsolvable within ordinary species. However, 
the “purely formal” calculation 
E-l= jXEdX=XE-jxXEdX 
0 0 
(2.94) 
can serve as a “guide” towards the following solution 
A=E’-E+l (2.95) 
which belongs to the ring 3. In fact, Joyal has recently shown [ 161 that, in 
the unisorted case, a differential equation of the form Y’ = F(X), where F is 
an arbitrary element of the ring W, is always solvable in the ring W. Joyal’s 
solution is a canonical one and is given by the formula 
Y=E,.F-E,.F’+E,.F”+ ... +(-l)“E,+,+“‘+ ... (2.96) 
where E, denotes the species of r-sets. Note the the series (2.96) is always 
summable. 
Remark 2.16. Problem (2.12), with F= L* = L. L, also possesses 2’O 
non-isomorphic solutions. These are given by the species 
es= 1 L+ 1 nc,, (2.97) 
nts I<n$S 
when S goes through all the subsets of N\ (0). Among these, the choice 
S= N\ (0) gives the “classical” solution Y= L* of all non-empty linear 
orders. Joyal’s canonical solution (2.96) here takes the particular form 
E,.L*-2!E,.L3+3!E3.L4-4!E4.L5+ . . . . (2.98) 
Remark 2.17. The notion of a solution of a combinatorial differential 
problem, as given by Definition 2.1, can be refined further into the notion 
of a strict solution. By definition, a strict solution of (2.2), (2.3) is an 
ordered-pair (A, 0) satisfying (2.4) through (2.6). Moreover, an isomorphism 
o: (A, 0) 1 (B, CO) (2.99) 
of strict solutions consists in a natural bijection (T: Ar B such that the 
following diagrams commute 
aA,/ax, “’ ’ Fi,i(X, )...) Xk, A I)..., AP) 
I 
ao,lr?X, 
I 
F,,,(XI . ...1 x!%.o I,..., up) 
asi/axj ‘“‘J ’ F,>,(X, , ,..., X,, B, ,..., BP) 
(2.100) 
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for every i, j, 1 < i <p, 1 <j < k. Any solution A may give rise, a priori, to 
many non-isomorphic strict solutions (A, 0). It is easy to see that 
Theorem A remains valid if the word “solution” is replaced by “strict 
solution” in the cases 
m = 0, m= 1, m=E3,, m=2’O m > 2’O. (2.101) 
However, in the case where 1 < m E RJ, a detailed analysis shows that exam- 
ple Y’ = 3(m - 1) L,, Y[$] = 4, mentioned above, gives rise to more than 
m non-isomorphic strict solutions. This leaves open the following problem: 
For which values of m > 1 does there exist a combinatorial problem 
possessing exactly m non-isomorphic strict solutions? 
3. COMBINATORIAL APPROXIMATIONS OF SOLUTIONS 
In the proof of Theorem A, we used an iterative scheme enabling us to 
build, via successive approximations, the solution(s) (if there exists at least 
one) of the general differential problem 
a Y;/&Y, = FJX, ,..., x,, Y, )...) Y,), Y;Cd,..., 91 = 4 (3.1) 
where 1 d i dp, 1 <j 6 k. To go from total cardinalities 6 N to the next 
one, N+ 1, it was necessary to undertake a systematic search for the 
solutions of much simpler equations of the form (cf. (2.88), (2.89)) 
ar,/ax, = P&f, )...) X,) (3.2) 
in which the species Pij were independent of Yi,..., YP. Moreover, when N 
took successively the values 0, 1, 2 ,..., the Pij had to be recalculated at each 
step. Borrowing a concept from numerical analysis, we can say that the 
process is “linearly convergent.” 
We shall now develop, using purely combinatorial means, another 
method which is “quadratically convergent.” It will make it possible to go 
directly from total cardinalities d N to every total cardinality < 2N + 2. 
Eq. (3.2) will have to be replaced by equations of the form 
ayi/ax, = P,, + 1 Qi,,, Y, (3.3) 
I <r<p 
where the right member is, this time, linear in Y1,..., Y, and the species Pi, 
and Qij,, are independent of Y, ,..., Y,. In the corresponding iterative 
scheme, N will only have to take the values 
0, 2, 6, 14, 30 ,..., N, 2N + 2 ,... (3.4) 
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and the species PiJ and Qij,r will have to be calculated much less often. The 
essence of the method is contained in Theorem B below. We need first to 
define certain general notions related to the approximations of species by 
other species. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let SC Nk be a set of multicardinalities and 
H= H(X, )...) X,) be an arbitrary species on k sorts. The restriction of H to 
the multicardinalities of S is the species H, defined by 
Hs = H I s = 1 Hn,,...,,, (3.5) 
nts 
where the species H,,,,,.,,, are given by (2.14). If M, NE N, the interval 
[M, N] is the following set 
[M,N]={nE~kIM6llnll=n,+ ‘.. +n,6N}aP. (3.6) 
In particular, when M=O, we say that 
H [O,N] = H I [O./VI = c Hn I,.... nk (3.7) 
IIn// G l-v 
is an approximation to H of order N. A contact of order N between two 
species G and H is a natural isomorphism 
a: G I [o,,v] 7 H I [o,,,q. (3.8) 
When CL comes from the restriction of a natural transformation o: G -+ H to 
multisets U such that )I UII d N we say that o induces a contact of order N 
between G and H, and we write 
G ,;, H (or G (==) H if o is not necessary). (3.9) 
Note that every approximation of order N gives rise, in a trivial manner, to 
a contact of order N: 
~=HICo,~,~~~;~H. (3.10) 
THEOREM B (Combinatorial Newton-Raphson scheme for the 
solutions). Let N > 0 be an integer and let (A, 0) be a strict solution of the 
differential problem (2.2), (2.3) where 8 is a family of natural isomorphisms 
fliJ: aAJaX; r F,,(X, ,..., X,, A, ,..., AJ (3.11) 
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with 1 6 i 6p, 1 d j 6 k. For each i, consider the following two 
approximations of A i : 
and 
ai = Ai I [OJI = 1 A;;nl,...,nk (3.12) 
It4 S N 
ol:=Ajl [O,ZN+ 21 = c A r;n,,...,nk (3.13) 
Ilnl/<2N+2 
of order N and 2N + 2, respectively. Then each species a,+ can be split as a 
sum 
a+ =ai+!21i, Bi= A, 1 [N+l,ZN+Z] (3.14) 
where the species ~49~ are related to the dll, as follows: 
l By restriction to the multisets V such that N< 11 VII 6 2N + 1, each 
isomorphism eiJ induces a contact of order 2N + 1 of the form 
(2N+ I) 
aiqjax, = Ptj + c Q& (3.15) 
I <r<p 
PiJ = P,,(X, )...) X,) and Qi,j.r = Qz,j.r(x, t...> x,1 (3.16) 
are species defined by 
and 
Proof of Theorem B. Because of the isomorphisms (3.11), each 
(aAj/aXj)-structure can be canonically identified with a Fjj-assembly of X,- 
structures (i.e., singletons of sort X,) together with AZ-structures (where p 
and r take arbitrary values, with possible repetitions, in the ranges 
1 6 p < k, 1 6 r 6~). In accordance with the standard graphical conven- 
tions used in the theory of species [S, 14, 17-19, 21, 221, the left-hand side 
of Fig. 6 exhibits the generic (aAJaX,)-structure while its right-hand side 
shows the corresponding Fjj-assembly. The star *j denotes the supplemen- 
tary point, of sort X,, within the (aAJaX,)-structure. 
409,l 13’2.5 
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FIGURE 6 
By definition, an a,-structure is an A,-structure supported by a multiset 
U such that 11 UII d N. Equations (3.14) are equivalent to 
~iIC0,2N+2,=~iIC0,N,+~rlCN+I.ZN+Z, (3.19) 
and define uniquely the species a;: a .?Z?;-structure is an a,-structure sup- 
ported by a multiset such that N + 1 < I/ U/l d 2N + 2. To establish (3.15) 
combinatorially, we must analyse the internal constituants of an arbitrary 
(&?JJX,)-structure s supported by a multiset V such that 
N< II VII <2N+ 1. (3.20) 
By analogy with [8], let us use the following terminology: 
- An ol,-structure is called a light A,-structure. 
- A S&-structure is called a heavy A,-structure. 
Being, in particular, a (8,4,/8X,)-structure, the structure s decomposes into 
a FiJassembly as in Figure 6 and we fall into one of the following exclusive 
cases: 
Case 1. Every AT-structure of the assembly is fight. 
Case 2. Every one is light, except at most one, which is heavy. 
Indeed, if at least two of these A,-structures were heavy then the total 
cardinality II VII of the underlying multiset V would satisfy 
liVll>(N+l)+(N+1)=(2N+2)>2N+l (3.21) 
contradicting (3.20). Figure 7 summarizes the situation. 
N5IIVlls2N+l CASE 1 OR CASE2 
FIGURE 7 
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Taking (3.20) into account, Fig. 7 contains, in case 1, a PiJ-structure. In 
case 2, the dotted closed line contains a C&,-structure. This establishes the 
contact (3.15) since r can take any value in the range 1 d r < p. By examin- 
ing the underlying total cardinalities in Fig. 7, the reader may check that 
the intervals [N, 2N+ l] and [0, N] entering in (3.17) and (3.18) are the 
minimal intervals which are compatible with constraint (3.20). 1 
Remark 3.2. It is important to fully realize that (3.14) through (3.18) 
give rise to a quite efficient iterative scheme for a systematic search of the 
solutions of (3.1). More explicitly, suppose that we already know the 
canonical components 
Ai;n = Ai;nl,...,n,j llnll =n1+ ... +n,dN, 16i6p (3.22) 
of an eventual solution A = (A i), s i G p up to order N and that we want to 
find all its possible extensions, 
Ai;v = Ai:vl,...,vi, N+ 16 llvll <2N+2, 16i6p (3.23) 
up to order 2N + 2. We can always write 
v=n+ l,, where N< llNl[ <2N+ 1. (3.24) 
Taking into account that 
a’,;, I,..., w = Ai:v I,..., vir if N+ 1 < llvll 6 2N+ 2, 
=o otherwise, 
(3.25) 
we obtain that contacts (3.15) when restricted to multicardinality n, give 
rise to the more explicit equations 
where 
&A:n+l,= Pm + c Pi,r;J r:v (3.26) 
I l<r<p 
(U.V)E T 
T=T,,,={(vOlu+o=n, llull<N, Ilull>N+l) (3.27) 
and Nd llnll d 2N+ 1. Moreover, 
(u, 0) E Tr,r,n xc- N+ 1 < Ilull < Ilnll. (3.28) 
Hence, the algorithm is clear: Using (3.17) and (3.18), calculate first the 
various species Pij and Q,,, and then generate the families (3.23) as suc- 
cessive “strata” of the form 
(Ai:v,,...,vA <i<p, llvll =c=const (3.29) 
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where c takes, one by one, the values c = N + 1, N + 2 ,..., 2N + 2. Each 
component Ai;, = Aiin + ,, of each stratum (3.29) must be chosen in the finite 
set of solutions of equations (3.26) whose right-hand sides are known 
species depending only on previously calculated strata. Each of these 
choices, if it exists, can be made using the methods described in the proof 
of Lemma 2.11. Note that, exceptionally, the first stratum (3.29), 
corresponding to c = N + 1, is calculated from the simpler equations 
since the set of previous strata is then empty (indeed, TN,,,, is empty 
because of (3.28)). In this particular case, Eq. (3.30) is the same as 
Eq. (2.88) met earlier. 
Starting with N = 0, the initial approximation 02 = 0 (i.e., ai = Ai;o,,.,,o = 
the empty species, i = l,..., p) and applying the algorithm for N = 0, 2, 6, 14, 
30,..., in all possible ways, we see that the set of all possible strata of the 
form 
(A,;,, j,..., w),,v,, =c > c = 0, 1) 2 )...) (3.31) 
constitute, in fact, the vertex-set of a rooted tree Y that we will call the 
rooted tree generating the eventual solutions of the given differential 
problem. More precisely, each elementary path % in Y joining the root 0 to 
a stratum can be identified with an approximation d of an eventual 
solution in the following way: 
l GlZ is the (combinatorial) sum of all the stratums in the path 99. 
l The order of contact of C% (with a corresponding solution) is the 
length of the path 97. 
l Any (existing) solution of (3.1) can be identified an infinite elemen- 
tary path in 9’ starting from the root 0. 
Note that even when a given approximation a (of order c) does not 
possess an extension, we can still talk about a-structures living on mul- 
tisets having a “small” (i.e., <c) total multicardinality. Indeed, it gives rise 
to a contact of the following form 
aailaxj (<=,) Fjj(XL,..., J’,, al,..., a,), (3.32) 
1 d i <p, 1 Qj d k. Of course, the quadratic algorithm, just described, 
becomes more efficient than the linear algorithm (of the previous section) 
as N becomes large. For small values of N the two algorithms are com- 
parable. 
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As an application of these algorithms, we have calculated, in the unisor- 
ted case (k=p = l), the first few vertices of the rooted tree Y 
corresponding to the very simple differential problem 
Y’= (1 + Y)‘, YCdl = 4 (3.33) 
Here, each stratum (3.31) reduces to a single species A,, = A I(’ and 9’ is 
given, for c = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,..., by Fig. 8. 
The upper (bold) path in Y is extendable to infinity and corresponds to 
the “usual” solution 
L*(x) =X/( 1 - X) (3.34) 
of (3.33) which is the species of non-empty linear orders. Using Table I, we 
calculated that the 4 strata at level c = 3 generate a total of 
10+4+8+16=38 (3.35) 
strata at level c = 4. Hence, it is easy to conjecture that problem (3.33) has 
an infinity of non-isomorphic solutions! Nevertheless, we do not know 
which are the paths (excepting the upper one) that are extendable to 
infinity. 
10 
4 
8 
16 
C'O c=1 c=2 c;3 .., 
FIGURE 8 
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Remark 3.4. Going down to the level of the underlying generating 
series, Theorem B gives also rise to an efficient algorithm for the 
calculation of the solution of the general (normalized and compatible) dif- 
ferential problem (1.1) (1.2) in the “numerical” context of multidimen- 
sional formal power series. Here, the rooted three ,Y “degenerates” into a 
single infinite chain since we always have both existence and unicity of the 
solution. The algorithm thus obtained is in fact a slightly modified version 
of the classical Newton-Raphson iterative scheme (the “tangent” method) 
adapted to the context of power series. Let us briefly illustrate this 
statement in the unisorted case: Let ,f’(~, y) E W[x, ?>I] and let 
c1= a(x) E W[[xl be an approximation to the solution a = a(x) E K[xI] of the 
differential problem y’ =f(x, y), y(0) = 0. The classical NewtonRaphson 
scheme, applied to the equation Q(y) = 0, where Q(y) = y’ -.f(-u, y), 
replaces the approximation CI = N(X) by a better one CI + = I+(X) given by 
the formula 
a + = a - [@‘(a)] -‘(@(a)) 
where the derivative @‘(a) is explicitly given by 
(3.36) 
@‘(a)(h) = 6-E (x, a) h. (3.37) 
As for the numerical algorithm following from Theorem B, it can be written 
in the form 
a+ =a+/?, B’=f(x, a)--z’+gix, @)P (3.38) 
and corresponds to the slightly different formula 
@‘(a)(a+) = @‘(a)(a) - @(a) (3.39) 
which can also be obtained, incidentally, by an application of @‘(a) to the 
two sides of (3.36). This has the advantage of avoiding a preliminary 
calculation of the inverse [Q’(U)] ~’ of the linear operator described by 
(3.37). Thus, Theorem B (see also [8]) appears as a kind of Jifting” of the 
multidimensional Newton-Raphson iterative scheme to the context of dif- 
ferential equations where the unknowns (and the equations themselves) are 
combinatorial species (not “mere” power series,...). 
To conclude, let us mention some directions for future exploration: 
1. It would be interesting to obtain appreciable extensions of Table I 
and of tables contained in [3 and 223, in both the unidimensional and 
multidimensional context. Symbolic manipulation systems such as 
CAYLEY [4,5], DARWIN Cl], and MACSYMA [28] should be very 
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useful in this respect, helping, for instance, to make efficient calculations 
within the differential ring W of virtual species. 
2. In the context of recent studies connecting combinatorics to 
algebraic topology, Joyal [ 15, 161 has defined, as we said above, 
remarkable substitution and integration (2.96) formulas in the context of 
the ring .?A?. This permits the reformulation of any general differential 
problem of the form (2.2), (2.3) to the context of virtual species. The 
iterative schemes developed in the present paper can still be applied. Thus, 
because of (2.88), (2.89), and (3.15)-(3.18), the problem of solving (2.2), 
(2.3) in W can be reduced to searching “virtual integrals” of simpler 
equations of the form 
au,/ax, = f&(X ,,..., X,) (3.40) 
1 < i 6p, 1 <j< k. Because of the integration formula (2.96), we thus see 
that, in the unisorted case (k = 1 ), every differential problem of the form 
y: = F,(X y, ,..., y/J, Y,Cdl = $4 F,E@, 1 < idp, (3.41) 
(having only one independent variable) is solvable in .G@ and thus always 
have, in fact an infinity of non-isomorphic solutions of the form 
A = A(X) = B(X)-C(X), where B and C are ordinary (i.e., non-virtual) 
species. Do there exist extensions of (2.96) to the multisorted case? How 
can we adequately “classify” these solutions? Which conditions can we add 
to general differential problems to obtain unicity of solutions in SS?? 
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